Hitachi Autumn Flower Festival, Fruit Picking
& Outlet Mall Shopping
08:20-08:30

Meet at & depart from Check-in Counter at 3F
Main Tower, Keio Plaza Hotel Shinjuku
This is an unguided plan, so please go to the meeting
location on your own. At reception, please show your
reservation confirmation sheet, a printout of the
reservation confirmation e-mail, or show the e-mail on
your mobile device screen to staff.
[Meeting Location] Tour Check-in Counter on the 3rd
floor of Keio Plaza Hotel Tokyo's Main Tower in Shinjuku
[Access to the Hotel] 5 minutes on foot from Shinjuku
Station West Exit (JR Lines, Subway), or 1 minute on
foot from Tochomae Station B1 Exit (Toei Oedo Line)
*Customers who are late for the departure time will
have their bookings cancelled. Please leave plenty of
time to reach the meeting location.
[Important Points]
*Seats are assigned on the bus. The interpreter guide
will give instructions to participants on the tour day.
Seating requests cannot be accepted.
*Smoking is not permitted on the bus.
*The order of activities and arrival times may differ
depending on road conditions and congestion at
destinations. Time spent at destinations may be
shortened in such cases, but this will not be accepted as
a reason for requesting booking charge refunds.
*Children 0～5 years old may join for free, but will not be
provided with a seat on the bus or meal coupon.

Fruit picking charges will be required for children 4～5
years old. Please pay the interpreter guide at the location on
the day. (JPY 330 per person)

Shopping & Lunch at Ami Premium
Outlets® (160 min)
Featuring a resort-like atmosphere in a vast area, this
outlet shopping mall has around 150 establishments
including popular brand shops, both local and
international, as well as restaurants. The area is
designed with the US West Coast in mind, with some
lush greenery here and there. Have fun shopping!
(Please check the following for outlet mall details!
http://www.premiumoutlets.co.jp/en/ )
Participants will receive a meal coupon usable at
restaurants in the outlet mall. Enjoy shopping at stores
and savoring tasty meals!
Reminders for the Meal Coupon:
Use the coupon to enjoy 1 free dish at any designated
store.
Please understand that there is no vegetarian option
available.

Fruit Picking, All-You-Can-Eat (40 min)
Japanese pears are famous for their sweet taste and
crisp texture, and are very juicy. Enjoy 30 minutes of
all-you-can-eat pears.
Plus! Try tasting chestnuts, a special offer this season.
Reminders for Fruit-picking:
*Large bags may not be brought into the fruit picking
area.
*All-you-can-eat applies only to the fruit picking
location. Fruit cannot be taken home with you so
please consume it during the allotted time.
*If fruits are not ripe for picking due to weather
conditions, the tour may be cancelled, or participants
may be given a souvenir instead. Depending on the

weather, the group may only have the all-you-can-eat
fruits activity instead.

Hitachi Seaside Park (80 min)
Hitachi Seaside Park is a vast national park of 190
hectares, famous for its beautiful flowers. See an
amazing scenery of colorful cosmos flowers, and a
whimsical landscape full of kochias (seeds of which are
also called "field caviar" because of their texture) which
can only be seen at this time.
*Please note that the tour will still be conducted even if
kochias are not at their best viewing time. In that case,
refunds will not be issued.
If the kochias are not at their best viewing time, the
group will visit other flower fields such as cosmos.

18:30-

Near Shinjuku Station West Exit
Tour ends after arrival.

